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Are We Really Affected by the motion
of far off planets - our thoughts, feelings
& behavior influenced in ways that can
actually be anticipated?
Tracked?
Even forecast?
Some say Yes. Other’s say ‘No way, Jose!’ (along with
the odd, ripe expletive).
It used to be there were a lot more No’s than Yes’s
to these questions, but as the world’s tools &
technologies go increasingly digital, the number of
people leaning towards Yes grows too, especially
when Mercury goes Retrograde (or “Rx”).
The otherwise inexplicable - and predictably
recurring - spikes in digital wackiness worldwide
make little sense otherwise.
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I used to one of the No crowd till the art & science of
astrology won me over: its uncanny accuracy made
holding out for iron-clad logic a waste of time. BUT,
I don’t believe the planets affect us so much as
their movements tell the story of us as we shift and
evolve - individually & collectively - provided you
understand their language. Luckily, I do.

Hi. My name’s Lissa Boles, known to many
as The Soul Mapper™.
For more than 10 years now, I’ve used the power
of astrology to help hundreds of thought-leading
change agents and purpose-led entrepreneurs
clarify their unique life purpose, determine if (&
how) they meant to fulfill that purpose thru work or
small business, and translate it into highly valuable &
original products & services as well as transformative
new ways to create businesses that change their
lives for the better while changing business itself
for GOOD.
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I also use astrology to Trendcast - tracking & mapping emerging trends as well as the culturechanging psycho-spiritual forces driving them so I can help clients anticipate, meet & lead the trends,
create real impact and grow their purposeful business.
For a long time now, our conflicted relationship with Mercury - arguably one of the hardest working
and misunderstood astrological archetypes - has bugged me: when we don’t understand something, we
can’t put its power to highest use in our lives.
Instead, what we tend to do is work at cross purposes with it - resisting what we don’t understand and that makes conscious business less than conscious (whoopsie daisy)...

Given how critical connecting communication is to purposeful success today, we
need access to all the power we can get, right?
Which is why this e-book, The Mercury Retrograde Guide 2014: Making Disruption Positive,
Purposeful & Powerful came to be.
Now more than ever, we need to work with the latent forces stirring with us - human and divine - so
we can optimize every opportunity to do good - for ourselves, for each other and for the world at
large. Something that’d likely make Mercury smile.

GETTING TO KNOW THE WINGED ONE BETTER...
the
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Of all the astrological archetypes, Mercury gets the most attention most often (tho La Bella Luna &
the Sun are up there too).

Sadly, its mostly negative attention.
3 to 4 times a year, Mercury becomes the cosmic culprit behind increased digital & communication
wackiness round the globe whenever he goes Retrograde (learn more about Retrograde’s here).
Especially now Social Media - the perfect storm of rapid communication & digital exchange - is in the
mix. Simply said, the more digital our lives become, the more of us there are feeling (and cursing) the
affects of an Rx.
Beyond this, the average person knows very little about what Mercury does for us, even during
Retrogrades.

As a result, poor old (& somewhat infamous) Mercury’s gotten a pretty bad rap.
And that tends to mean our relationship with him starts off on - and stays on - the wrong foot (ironic,
given he’s the winged-footed messenger).
Which is troublesome, since a big part of his mojo’s about keeping communication-thwarting
assumptions in check.
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Since Mercury’s our champion on a whole range of things vital to successful online purposepreneurship today, let’s set the record straight so we can:
• begin to get just how hard this archetype works on our behalf
• benefit fully from his beneficence!

EMISSARY, HERALD,
PATRON (& Occasional Pain in the...)
Fast traveling & quick-thinking Mercury, one of
the major mythologic gods to both the Greeks
& Romans, was known to be a key overseer of
transitions & boundaries.
He acted as herald, emissary & intercessor for the gods (the divine) with humanity and for humanity
with the gods.
Here’s the inside scoop...
“The Gods” didn’t much like Mercury’s equal representation of both sides, viewing the democratizing
affect as a bad thing. They preferred humanity never realize they had as as much need of them as the other
way around. Which is why Mercury kept that part of his job quietly to himself, doing his benevolentlythe
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covert best to help each side get just how necessary & important they are to each other without
letting on to either side that’s what he was doing. Sadly, this part of the Mercury myth gets left out. A lot.
So does Mercury’s role as champion of commerce & business, particularly the democratization of
business communication.
Of all the archetypes, Mercury knows best the creative potential of business & commerce when
clear, congruent communication that’s unitive and democratic is present, and the spark of spirit or
soul behind what’s communicated is translated properly & appropriately into forms that connect &
care for all.
Oh, and he’s also the protector & patron of travellers & traveling - both literal & metaphoric.
DID YOU KNOW...?
The now kaput Mercury car brand was named after
good old Merc, and his likeness (winged helmet
included) an integral part of the brand’s iconography.

Pssst... If you’re looking for signs of calling, or you’re looking for or working with
synchronicity, you’re partnering with Mercury, making him one of the most active
archetypes within calling led living and purposeful venture creation & building.
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MERCURY Rx OPTIMIZING
Despite the frustrations, Merc Rx is always working in our favor, aiming to help us do a couple of key
things:
• slow down to use speed right
• routinely touch-in with, review & revitalize how we talk to/with/about ourselves
• review, reconsider, restore or reinvent the ways in which we communicate so real connection
occurs more often
• routinely check to verify our communication’s congruent with our living: who we are speaks
so loudly, what we say & how we say it is mostly confirmation (a congruency gap getting more
attention today)
• understand communication’s about much more than spoken or written words (pointing to an
often unrecognized congruency gap)
• verify that the communication we think is happening actually is
• create unitive communication - bridging or closing gaps; connecting dots & bringing people, forces
or ideas together for the greater good
• fostering connection & communication resourcefulness (vs throw our hands up in frustrated
defeat)
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Rx TIME IS A GREAT TIME FOR....
...for writing & storytelling. The thoughtful or artful knitting together of thoughts & ideas have a far
better chance of doing what we intend than at any other time of the year.
DID YOU KNOW...?
Mythic Mercury carried a staff known as the Caduceus,
symbol of his oversight of commerce, communication,
translation & thresholds. The Caduceus is regularly
confused with the Rod of Asclepius, the symbol of
healing & medicine, in part (I suspect) because Mercury
knows curative clarifying communication can be.

So if you have a report, presentation, or a book in the works – or an article series that’s meant to
connect you to your people, them someone they want or need, and your people to each other - this is
the perfect time to sit your fine self down and connect those thoughts & ideas together.
It’s also an excellent time to take a fresh look at a project you’re already working on and finesse/
finalize. In fact, Merc Rx’s a great time to edit, proof, revise, refine & ‘kaizen’ (Japanese for
continually improve) work already published (2nd edition, anyone?).
INCLUDING your digital communication processes (welcome, confirmation, thank you pages, autoresponder strings, etc) to verify they still say what you mean them to say - the way they need to say
it - and create the kind of visitor/user/client experience you want them to have. How many of us
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routinely go back to and improve these vital systems (or turn them off if they’re no longer relevant)?
Inattention speaks for us, whether we want it to or not. Especially today.
Book/Reading Lovers! Reading is a highly favored Merc Rx activity (have a book or journal you just
haven’t been able to find time to finish?).
Book Sellers! Great time to help your great work get into the hands of hungry-for-a-good-read
people...
Relaxation’s a great thing to pursue during Merc Rx, particularly for people in Mercury-related
professions (tho they tend to be the last ones to rest, relax & restore)...

Physician					Lawyer						Printing
Diagnostician

Counselor

Publishing

Teacher

Coach

Bookkeeping

Professor					Interpretation					Accounting
Education

Translation

Broker

Writing					Reporting 					Contractor
Storytelling					Travel						Toys
Editing						Blogger					Hearing
Stationery

Information Marketing

Post Service

Graphic/Web Design

Computing

Courier

Software or Web Design

Programming

Media - all forms

Content Creation/Curation
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SPECIAL NOTE:
Being born during a Merc Rx can be a great thing. These folks tend to grow up with superior writing &/
or communication skills, and can pretty much assume they won’t be affected all that much by the
usual Rx hijinks (making them a HUGE asset if they’re in any of the Mercury-favored professional
expressions - particularly IT)!

DID YOU KNOW...?
The DC Comics character The Flash borrows on
Mercury’s appearance & powers, including his
speed in flight (winged boots standing-in for Merc’s
winged feet).
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MERCURY Rx PROOFING
Vehicle / Appliance Maintenance
• check your tires
• check fluid levels (oil & coolant in particular)
• check electrical & digital systems
• have any glitches serviced (transmissions & clutches, in particular)
** Because all 3 Merc Rx’s begin in Water signs & end in Air this year, you might want to check:

Water : Your hot water heater, indoor & outdoor plumbing, washing machine, dishwasher and any
other water-using/supplying appliances or features are in good working order. If your roof & eaves
protect against rain or snowfall, you might want to check them too.

Air : Your forced air heating & cooling systems in your home, your car & your office. If you work
with tools that make use of forced air (some air-brush art & make-up application, foam insulation
installation, auto maintenance, etc), consider having your equipment maintained before or during an
Rx Shadow. Having a back-up on hand - or a redundancy plan - might be worthwhile it you can manage it.
Air travel during the 2nd half of each Rx this year could be a little extra tricky - back-up plans good!
P.S. If you can’t imagine living without your hairdryer, consider having a back-up on hand this year,
especially if you’ve a special event to host, attend or participate in.
the
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Computer, Web Site & dBAse Maintenance
**see “A Pro Who Knows” on Page 21 for tips, tools & recommendations
• back up your data (or have someone do it for you)
• buy any new equipment or peripherals you might need (spare flash drive, web cam, microphone, etc)
• virus & malware scanning products or services**
• spambot & hack-proof your data & site**
• add and/or check password protections
• take extra care: an everyday toss of your smartphone into your bag/briefcase can much more
easily mean a broken screen, etc.
• in short, make sure all systems are go & shields up when Merc Rx begins.

Batteries, Fuses ‘n’ Candles
• touch-in with all your batteries & chargers – great time to replace on-its-last-leg batteries for your
electronic devices
• make sure practical tools such as flashlights at the ready. (Merc Rx is connected to power outages,
too.)
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Organization
Set up (or freshen up) systems for keeping track of important papers, documents, credit cards, keys, etc.
The more this systems works for you, the less you’ll need to work at it – especially during Merc Rx.

Communication
Backlogs
Respond/deal with all ‘meaning to get to’ phone messages and email (these can go b’bye during an Rx).
Delivery
• send out must-get-there communication early – paper & digital
• keep a simple log so you know what went where & to whom
• back-up on hand in case something goes ‘poof’ somewhere (redundancy good).
• follow-up to make sure everything gets where it was meant to go
Conversation
• go the extra mile in your efforts to communicate conversationally
• if things do get a little hinky don’t take mix-ups personally (breathe, steady/center yourself & try
again)
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Contracts ‘n’ Agreements
Everything from Leases and Deeds to Employment/Service Agreements and Marriages stand a much
better chance of serving everyone involved when they are not undertaken or signed during Merc Rx.
If you can’t get ‘em completed before an Rx begins, might wanna hold off till its over. When that’s not
possible (hey – life doesn’t just stop when Merc goes Rx, right?), re-read anything you need to sign
and make a point of asking as many questions as you need to before you do.

Announcements, Openings ‘n’ Launches
If you’re going to:
• make an new product or service announcement (especially digital content)
• open or incorporate a business
• register a trademark
• release a CD or DVD, book, film or new/updated product
• launch/start a promotion campaign for a class or program (new or not)
Be sure to have a few more administrative/customer-service hands on deck - and more free hours in
your calendar - in case there’s more fires to put our or fixes required than usual.
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It really pays to begin all these things before a Merc Rx begins, even if you don’t finish them. The more
you’ve done, the less likely Rx fritz will be.
And if your launch is really a re-launch or re-opening - and you’re something of an old hat at such
things - Rx fritz is less likely again.

Doctors ‘n’ Dentists
Diagnosis can be hinky during Merc Rx, so if you’re lookin’ for one, try to get it in beforehand, or put
it off till after unless it’s just plain necessary due to circumstances at hand.
In those cases, a 2nd opinion post Rx might be worth your while.
On the other hand, if you’re already being treated for something (or you want to have something
repaired like a hernia or a bad filling) Merc Rx’s great for that.

Planes, Trains & Automobiles
• check your tires
• check fluid levels (oil & coolant in particular)
• check electrical & digital systems
the
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• have any glitches serviced (transmissions & clutches, in particular)
• whenever possible, make arrangements in advance (last-minute travel can get tricksy fast)
• double check travel arrangements
• build in extra travel time so if there are delays, you’re not stressin’ or missing something important
• avoid checking luggage whenever possible
• ensure your smartphone / tablet / laptop batteries are fully charged & chargers are on hand
• pack extra’s - snacks, meds, water, work / reading / crafting / entertainment material – in case you
need them

DID YOU KNOW...?
The ‘Mercury Dime’ is a case of mistaken identity! The
wing-depicted Lady Liberty looked so much like
Mercury, the name just plain stuck.
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Tech Pros Who Know
I’ve grown pretty Mercury Rx communication & timing savvy over
the years, but when it came to most things IT, web-related and
strategically administrative, not so much.
Which made living a lot of my own advice (ahem) a bit of a trick.
Beyond the ick of feeling out of integrity, without those special kinds
of know-how, I simply wasn’t able to:
• protect & preserve my data the way I wanted & needed to
• protect & preserve my virtual real estate the way I wanted &
needed to
• save myself the time, money,  stress & aggravation putting out
    preventable fires (or coming back from a hack) cost me!
• actually optimize the significant opportunities every Mercury
Rx cycles offers!
I’ve been blessed to have some pretty special, purposeful people
in my corner these last few years - good people who’ve helped me
make all these things progressively, manageably do-able.
Each year, my partnership with Mercury’s mojo’s grown stronger,
and my business has grown stronger too! Which is why I’m so glad
I can share these Pro’s Who Know with you here: who doesn’t want
less hassle - or a stronger, better, more effective business & some
good people on their side?
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Pro #1
Chelsea Berler, CEO of Solamar Agency
One person’s example has always made Mercury Rx futz easier
for me, especially when I’ve been close to loosin’ my calm: gal pal
Chelsea Berler, Founder & CEO of Solamar Agency.
At the helm of her fast-paced (& rapidly growing!) full-service,
online-business marketing agency, Chelsea & her team know just
how hairy things can get in the digital space.
And yet, no matter the challenge or curveball, Chelsea meets it
with a wonderful kind of can-do zen that makes the impossible
an adventure.
Generous soul that she is, she’s ‘bottled’ some of her online
prowess & can-do-zen in Two Bonus PDFs (plus a Bonus Audio!)
designed to help you adopt & leverage the technologies and
process that help her & her team make the most of every
opportunity Mercury has to offer (at the same time it helps them
handle anything Merc Rx throws their way)!

MERC Rx TOOLS PDF
Top 10 Ways to Revisit,
Rework, and Revise
During Merc Rx PDF
the
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Pro #2
Sandra DeFreitas, CEO of WP Blogsites
One of the things I love about Mercury Rx? It’s helped me
understand my communication processes & tools - and my
data & resources - are valuable business assets worthy of care,
maintenance & protection!
Just one problem: I’m a wee bit technophobe.
Solution? Galpal Sandra DeFreitas.
As one of today’s top tech coaches and internet technology
pro’s, she’s become my go-to for advice & support when I need
help (her wacky sense of humor and and easy-with-all-thingsdigital ways make my heart happy - and she & her team have
saved my bacon a couple of times).
Sandra joined me via podcast to learn what the tech-savvy do
to Rx Proof, right down to a few of her most recommended
data back-up, storage, protection & recovery tools.

Backin' Up You
Backin' Up Your Site
Comin' Back From A Hack
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Mercury-At-A-Glance : 2014
Work with (or plan around!) Mercury’s Rx Cycles to best advantage with this quick at-a-glance guide.

RETROGRADE
SHADOW
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MY TOP Rx PROOFING TO-DO’s ARE...
To-Do:									

By:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
the
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Love this guide?
Want the advantage more information like this would
give you?
Gotcha covered: updates included.
Most people do once they see how powerful Mapping is for business.
Not only does it give you a clearer sense of what’s up & why, it helps
you anticipate the right things much more accurately & purposefully
so you can:
• serve your customers & clients with what they need as they start
needing it (while staying true to you in business).
• go first more often (getting out ahead & staying there).
• do more than just meet trends: lead & influence them.
When you’re in business to make a real difference & change the world,
who doesn’t want advantages like that?
P.S. If this kind of clarity about your own purpose in business appeals,
might be time to have your own Soul Mapped™.
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